Globalization
Team

Redefining
Success with
Agility
The Globalization organization at IBM has had a long history of
continuous improvement in delivering excellent services to IBM business
units. Introducing agile methodologies across different service groups can
be challenging. This paper attempts to share the current state of cultural
transformation as well as the challenges of introducing agile
methodology into AI machine learning disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION
The Globalization team at IBM focuses on delivering
services and tools to help lines of businesses globalize.
The organization has teams spread across multiple
regions that cater to several service level business
goals of their own. Each of these teams have their own
unique cultures, working styles and independent
operational architectures.
As the technology industry advances, IBM has been
too, transforming its businesses around cloud and
cognitive solutions to deliver quality solutions to its
customers. This ongoing transformation has had major
implications to its traditional localization services and
has brought new challenges for our organization.
As the team continuously evolves and adapts with the
rest of the Globalization industry, we realized the
following:
1. Several of the services were geared more for
traditional on-premise solutions rather than
contributing to our organizational
(cloud/cognitive) transformational goals,
2. Many of our individual teams’ efforts, catering
to similar customer needs, were not fully utilized
across other teams, and
3. Our teams’ engagement models were based
on traditional waterfall models (fixed annual
plans) rather than dynamic cross team building
models (tribes, squads) that would better
address business changes using agile
methodologies.
These challenges brought an excellent opportunity to
unite all teams to tackle high level organizational
goals. We needed definite ways to connect
organizational business goals to individual service
efforts.
Addressing these challenges and introducing a cultural
change to established teams that operated well for a
long time, brought us to provide a customized agile
methodology to our organization. We were inspired by
IBM Design Thinking and our Garage practices, as well
as Agile@IBM. Our mission was to unify the teams
across our organization, and their specific tasks and
plans with our overarching business goals. This paper
discusses the challenges we faced, our transformation
process, values we’ve benefitted from, and lessons we
have learned through the process.
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Key Areas of Adaptations

CHALLENGES
Before

Cloud based services to
meet customer demands

Various services in Globalization department were
facing the following core challenges to
• Manage speed of translation services,
• File and data handling,
• Automation and incorporating our processes
with DevOps, and
• Meeting the cognitive transformational needs
of our customers.
As an example, many translation services were done
manually. This meant for a lot of file handling,
exporting, uploading, downloading between our
engineers, planners, and translators. With a few million
translation packages happening in one day, this scale
weighed down the efficiencies of service delivery.
As software services were adopting automation,
integrated microservices, AI/deep learning
methodologies and rapid deployment models, we
were facing challenges to make globalization a part of
this toolchain.

Today

Utilizing resources from
cross team collaboration

Few of our services have tackled the issue of
integrating Globalization with DevOps by catering
continuous delivery based, automated cloud service,
and providing customizable SDKs to enable formatting
and file handling.
The challenge evolved as we moved away from
traditional software development methods, integrated
DevOps models, and automated our Cloud translation
services. We realized three main challenges that we
need to be address to stay competitive:
1. Alignment of individual task in specific teams
with business goals that leadership was driving
2. Cross team collaboration and operational
optimization
3. Focusing on speed over perfection

Focusing on Speed Over
Perfection with Agile
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To overcome these challenges, we envisioned a model
that would introduce agility, encourage collaboration,
dynamic squad formation and diverting resources to
new AI/deep learning innovation to not just take place
in narrow silos, and empower each team with an
understanding of the entire organization’s long-term
horizon and how their work aligned with where we
were going. A single globalization engagement model
driven by agility.
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TIMELINE
Our transformation still remains an iterative process, as
we test and see what changes are well received and
which ones don’t. The following transformation phases
reflects ways we addressed the challenges we faced
up to today.

Before 2015
Globalization had achieved its excellence in
translation by
On-Premise

1. Providing services and tools that helps
developers package their source files
2. Sending and receiving translation jobs to and
from translation vendors,
3. Automatically incorporating all translated
content back into source file,
4. Improving translation testing and Quality
assurance methods, and
5. Seamlessly integrating Watson Language
Translator into the translation process.
The value was focused on supporting on-premise
solutions, on-premise translation technologies such as
computer aided translation editors, language asset
management, and package management. Providing
the high-quality translation was the primary goal at this
stage.

2015 – 2018

Time

Pre 2009

2009-2015

2015-2019+

Data
Transfer

Packages (ZIP)
with any data
format

Packages (ZIP)
with any data
format

REST APIs with
standard formats
(e.g. JSON)

Translation
Memory

Local
Computer
Aided
Translation
–memory
lookup

Fast Lookups
across all
translation
memories with
Hadoop

Data Cleansing
and Machine
Learning
Optimization

Machine
Translation

-

WebSphere
Machine
Translation

Custom and
Personalized
Machine Learning

Human
Translation

Human Post
Editing service

Human Post
Editing
Correction

Machine Learning
Customization

QA

Manual QA

Manual QA

Learning Closed
Loop

With the transformation to IBM Hybrid cloud’s platform;
IBM’s traditional on-premise solution have transitioned
to IBM Cloud services based on Watson, AI, and an
array of cognitive components. In addition, DevOps
and agile concepts became a key driver in this
transformation.
A few of our services have been evolved to bring
automation of globalization process.
•

•
•
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Smart and quick translations via machine
translation engines and offering Globalizationas-a-service were our strong points in this
phase.
Our toolset started offering cloud services that
can be easily integrated in a continuous
delivery world.
Customization of services brought a great value
to users as they could integrate globalization
services in their static or runtime systems with
their choice of configuration and frequency
without ever worrying about manual processes.
-

Cloud
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Manual Translation Service Pipeline

While Globalization services shifted to drive continuous
delivery methods and improve translation automation,
the focus of Globalization services remained
fundamentally on an on-premise framework, manual
package handling and traditional text-based
localization.
The teams developed its cloud flagship services,
“Globalization Pipeline”, onto IBM hybrid cloud and
developed other cloud services for various business
needs (CMS, Audit and ticketing).

2019 - today
Entering 2019, the `cultural gap` between sustaining
on-premise services and growing new globalization
cloud services across omni-channels of data (voice,
text, video with real-time stream) seem to be our
biggest obstacle. Our teams had the foundational
cognitive technology, linguistic SME expertise, business
process discipline and operational experience with a
very strong procured supply chain. Yet, our cross-siloed
team struggle to bridge these gaps and obstacles.

Automated Translation Service Pipeline

Facing these challenges, our focus became to
integrate powers of all our linguistic, terminology and
business process services to cater towards wider
audience. Not only does this happen through
combined service architecture, but also through an
agile methodology defined specifically for the
globalization organization, in hopes to drive a stronger
culture.
As part of the agile transformation roadmap, we
planned out multiple phases to address our challenges:

•

1. Alignment of Hills (Business Goals), Epics
(complex challenges) and Stories,
2. Agile Board coordinated with engagement
pipeline discipline,
3. Excellence in bringing agility to the production
of AI/deep learning assets and data,
4. Iterate on culture change, and
5. Make bold corrective decisions to meet the
changing business demands of our customers.

With cloud enablement, we empowered our
services with all the power that cloud brings like
easy monitoring, logging, security, multi-zone
features etc.

Figure 1: Translation with Cloud 2019 and beyond
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Image - Referenced from Agile@IBM

Building Plans
Planning Cycles
Sprints
Continuous Delivery
Marketing
Releases

Release 1

Release 2

Agile Goals, Hills, Board & Concepts
To tackle the two main challenges of focusing on
speed over perfection, and aligning technical tasks to
specific business goals, we introduced agile concepts
to all teams across our organization. We followed the
practices suggested by Agile@IBM to prepare
business level agile hills.

Release 3

Release 5

Excellence in Agility & Future Plans
As we continue to refine our agile process and tackle
the upcoming challenges, we are looking at the
Integration of 3 core management principles:

The cornerstone of our cultural change lied in
assigning each Epic-Stories-Tasks to a Hill that aligns
perfectly with our executive level business goals.
Secondly, each team based on Epic assignments are
empowered and self-directed, so we make sure that
every deliverable is connected to a high level goal.
Arranging these items by Agile board has brought
ease and transparency to our development team’s
biweekly sprint management. Our operational and
core competency teams align their services following
agile practices with cross team squads across a small
set of tribes focusing on unique area of globalization
goals.
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Release 4

1. Agile Board – day to day
decisions/sprints/MVP’s
2. Engagement Pipeline – disciplined cross team
investment management
3. Business Intelligence Dashboard – real time
metrics, insight and value for stakeholders
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VALUES

Velocity Chart from Zenhub Agile Dashboard

Cross-silo velocity and predictability
Integrating our agile changes to a common
Globalization Agile Board, biweekly sprint
retrospective, quarterly epic prioritization allowed us
to realize the following benefits:
1. Comprehensive visualization of team scoping,
velocity and predictability.
2. Great insights on team’s achievements,
3. Story point completions,
4. Burndown,
5. Scoping data,
6. Collaborative cross team Epic
polling/prioritization for organization,
7. Story polling strengthening our progress
towards those items backed by retrospectives
and prediction reports.

Zenhub Burnup Chart Sample

Zenhub Burndown Chart Sample
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Measurement of Machine Learning Quality
Agile transformation has played a big role in measuring workload, deployment frequency, service restore time and
cross-tribe efforts.

Zenhub Board Playbook from Agile@IBM
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Delivery speed over perfection

Decrease of Overall Average TAT for
Globalization Cloud Translation Handling
Services from 2017 – 2019
Average TAT Comparison for Categories Over Time
for Globalization Cloud Translation Handling Services
300

261.04

With Agile retrospective and biweekly sprints, we have
truly embraced iterative minimum viable product
development that receives repeated feedbacks from
stakeholders. This has made our tribes focus better on
quick and small deployments of functional models
rather than a complete system. Early and frequent
responses from stakeholders are critical in saving
development efforts and planning as we see the
product shaping up and better fitting the needs of our
end users.
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Decrease in Deployment Time for
Globalization Teams Over Time
Deployment time for team
Before 2015

15 mins

Updating software in vms

2015 - 2017

5 mins

Automatic or manual
updates with configurable
UrbanCodeDeploy model
for CloudFoundry

2017 - 2018

>1 min

Blue-Green deployment in
CloudFoundry in each
datacenter

2018 - now

>1min

Blue-Green deployment in
Kubernetes with load
balancing pods
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CONCLUSION

Lessons Learned

Challenges through Agile Transformation

Integrating Agile Practices

As we transitioned to Agile, we learned important
lessons from challenges our organization faced.

Education is Everything

1. Education is everything:
As skill and knowledge levels were not equal
across teams, and as some teams were not
familiar with the concept of practicing agile at
all, there was a lot of training and guidance to
be made.
To truly empower self-directed teams:
communication and guidance was extremely
important for a successful start.
2. Different time-zones and regions posed a big
challenge for Agile to be implemented
effectively, and teams had to figure ways
around that. Teams worked hard to increase
communication and make team meetings.
Teams that can’t fully attend squad meetings,
closely followed work items.
3. Base collaboration on a common base of
Github and Slack – make sure everyone is
informed about progress and roadblocks.

Cross Time-Zone Communication

Planning for Future Challenges
Leverage values of each service and tribe to develop
Globalization tools with hybrid strengths.

Common Base Collaboration
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